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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXIC'O

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES

1978-79

--1.1.

senate
April 6, 1979
TO:

Members of the Faculty Senate; the
Faculty Committee of Five
A n n e ~ · Secretary

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Meeting of the Faculty Senate

The Faculty Senate will meet on Tuesday, April 10, 1979,
at 3:30 .E_.m. in t h e ~ - The agenda will include the
following:

1.

summarized Minutes of March 20
(Minute s attached)

2.

Question and Answer Period

(p. 5)

3.

Women studies Program course Numbers
Proposal--Professor Slaughter

(pp. 6 -32)

4.

Report on Proposal for a Basic
Freshman Program--Professor Senninger

(pp. 33-36)

5.

(pp. 37-39)

6.

on-Site Master's Program Proposal-Professor Sturm

(p. 40)

7.

wording Change in Interim student
Grievance Policy--Professor Slaughter

(pp. 1 - 4)

Recommendations from Senate Committee
on Graduate Programs and Standards-Professor Sturm
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THE UNI VE RSI TY OF NEW MEXI C'O
FACULTY SENATE MEETING
April 10, 1979
(Summarized Minutes)
The April 10, 1979 meeting of the Faculty Senate was called to order
by President Roebuck at 3:30 p.m. in the Kiva.
The summarized minutes of the March 20 meeting were approved as
distributed.
President Roebuck reminded the Senators that Senate officers for
1979~80 would be elected at the May 8 meeting. Nominations for
Pre~i~ent and Vice President can be made by sending nominating
peti~ions, signed by at least three senators, to the Committee
of Five through the University Secretary. Nominations also may
be made from the floor of the May meeting.
Vice President John Perovich was asked to respond to a question
regarding the raises in pay and fringe benefits received by
c~rtain University employees in July 1977 and July 1978 respectively.
Since the list of employees was quite lenghty, Mr. Perovich's
report is on file with the agenda of this meeting in the Office
of the University Secretary. Mr. Perovich reminded the Senate
that a copy of the UNM budget is kept in the Office of Public
Information and that anyone may examine it.

..

Professor Slaughter explained that in 1972 the University Faculty
~ad approved the establishment of the Women Studies Program, an
interdisciplinary unit. The Program is asking the Sen~te to
~pprove a request to offer its own course numbers. This request
is brought to the Senate because there are no University rules or
regulations to cover such a situation. Professor Slaughter moved
that the Women studies Program begin to offer their own course
n~ers and be able to propose new courses in accordance with
University regulations.
.
.
Ann Nihlen, Acting coordinator of women studies, was recognized
and she asked that the last sentence in paragraph II (page 5 of
th~ agenda) be changed to read, "This Board will have the ~inal
unit recommending power to the Provost over issues concerning the
appointment of all academicpersonnel and all new '?urriculwn. ·~
She explained that the women Studi~s ~ro~ram is located in
the Provost's Office because the interdisciplinary nature of the
Program precludes its inclusion in one particular '?ollege. However,
some of the courses taught are uniquely women studies and are
housed in certain departments as a courtesy to the Program. ~t
~ould be in the best interests of the Program to be able to list
its own courses and if the motion is approved today ~uture course
Proposals would be routed through the curric~la c~mmittee an~
Other appropriate bodies as called for in University regulations.

'

•

'
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During the discussion, concerns were expressed as to the
appropriateness of the proposal coming to the Senate without prior
discussion by a committee, and the danger of the Women Studies
Program becoming another degree-granting unit. It was pointed out
that Women Studies.is unique since it was formed by the University
~aculty and there is no precedent to follow in this case. Also,
in the future all courses would be proposed in accordance with
University regulations.
After further discussion the motion carried.
Professor Kern, a member of the Undergraduate Academic Affairs
~ornmittee, said that in December 1978 the Faculty Senate approved
in principle the idea of remedial courses being offered for
credit. A committee was appointed to work out the guidelines
for a basic freshman program, and the proposal has been discussed
by the UAA Committee. The complete proposal and the response by
the Committee are included in the agenda. The Committee expressed
concerns regarding staffing for the program in general and the
multidisciplinary nature of Natural Sciences 100 and Social
Sciences 100. It felt that a more feasible alternative would
be to institute remedial sections of the basic introductory
courses in the departments involved with Natural Science and
Social Science. The committee also felt that faculty could not
be ready to teach these courses by the Fall of 1979 and it
questioned the funding of a Learning Resources Center.
(Would the
Library budget be adversely affected by the establishment of
such a center?)
The committee was not prepared to endorse the
proposal, but felt that if the Senate did approve it, the Senate
should appoint a select committee of its own members and outside
experts to evaluate the first year's functi~ning of the rem7 dial
Program. Professor Kern did not make a motion and the meeting
was opened for discussion.
·
Professor Griego, Chairman of the Department of Mathematics
and.statistics, reported that his faculty were.concerned about
their ability to teach classes at the level being prop?sed;
nevertheless, they were ready to give the propo~al their full
~upport. He presented a program, designed by his Depart~ent, showing their predictions of success or failure of students in the
basic courses.
.
Other members of the senate reiterated the Und7 rgrad~ate Academic
Affairs Committee concern about the Natural and.social Science
courses and some felt that Mathematics and English should be the
only courses taught at such a level.
.
·
Professor Harold Rhodes, a member of the ~o~i~tee which
wrote the proposal, said that the courses outline• in th7
f
pr?P0 sal were illustrative only and courses upon the basi~ 0
;~ich ~djustments and amendments subsequeni~ybwo~~dd~:er~pe;kills
. e principle objective of the courses wou
e
t the
tn.which students are deficient. These student~ a~~ :ake the
cniversity now--we are not importing newbsltude~ ~ by which courses
curses. The ro osal is intended as a
ueprin
can be develop~d.p Questions to be resolved at the department
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level are:
~l) ~ill the course be offered through the department?
(2) ~f so~ wi~l it be offered for credit? and (3) If offered for
credit, will it be a college-wide, credit-bearing course?
At this point, Professor Sturm, moved "that the basic studies
proposal be adopted for the 1979-80 academic year with the provision
that a select Senate cornrnittee be appointed for evaluation to
present its tentative findings to the Senate no later than March
1980. 11
In answer to a question about funding for the program, Provost
Hull responded that for the corning year, resources would be
shifted from one department to another, but, if the program is
successful, the University hopes for extraordinary funding from
the Legislature.
Professor Bray, College of Nursing, moved the following substitute
motion:
"The UNM Senate, recognizing the need to provide remedial
education in certain basic areas but aware also of the difficulties
and dangers of implementing a radical new program without further
considerations of the academic problems involved, resolve that
work be continued on such a program to be implemented in the year
1981-82. In the meantime, to meet the needs of students presently
requiring remediation, we call for (1) making some sections of
English 100 a two-semester course, (2) making some sections of
Math 100 a two-semester course, and (3) instituting at least one
remedial section in basic introductory social science and natural
science courses, for example, History 101, Physics 101, etc . "
The Chair ruled that the substitute motion was unacceptable
because it did not address the precise technical details of the
original proposal.
.
Professor Regener, Physics and Astronomy, moved the following
amendment to the original motion: "The senate approv7 the J?roposal
but that all reference to Natural Science 100 and Social Science
100 be deleted and that the program concentrate all its ~imited
11
resources on English and Mathematics, at least for th~ first year.
It was pointed out by several Senators.that.English and
~ath are not the only courses requiring basi~ ski~ls, and tha~
it is to the student's advantage to have basic skills taught in
the context of social and natural sciences.
The amendment failed by a vote of.17 to 29.
The question was called and a motion to have a secret ballot
failed. The original motion then carried.
The items concerning a Master of Arts in American St~dies, a .
Master of Arts in German studies, and a Doctor of Philosophy in
Comp t
.
th table and Professor Sturm,
u er Science were removed from
e
'
d
for the Faculty Senate committee on Graduate P7ograms an.
Standards and with the concurrence of the curricula committee,
made the following motions:
·
f h
"That the Facult Senate recommend to the office O t e
~rovost that the prog~am leading to the degree, .. Master of Arts
in American Studies be implemented immediately. ff'
f the
p
"That the Faculty Senate recommend t~ thefoAr~~ei~ German
S~ov~st that the program leading to a Mas ~rt~e German summer
Sc~dies be implemented immediately ~nd tha nter for the purpose
00 1 at Taos be approved as a resident ce
11
of of~ering courses appropriate to tha~ ~eg~~=·office of the
That the Faculty senate recommen

°
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Provost that the program leading to a Doct o r o f Philosophy in
Computer Science be implemented immediate l y. 11
All three motions carried. It was pointed out that the
faculty was giving authority to offer credit for courses taught
at Taos, however, the question of getting BEF t o recognize
Taos as a resident center is a matter to be addressed . It was
also pointed out that "immediate" implement ation could not be
accomplished since all graduate programs must be approved by the
BEF. It now takes about one year for approval of a master ' s
program and two years for approval of a doc t o r ' s program .
Professor Sturm reminded the Senate that t wo on-site programs in
the College of Education were approved l a s t year--Elementary
Education and Educational Foundations. At that time the Senate
asked that the programs be evaluated at t h e completion of their
first year of operation and that a general policy guiding such
on-site programs be adopted. A committee is now working on
such a policy. He requested that the Se nate make one more
exception and he moved "that the Senate gi ve authority to h
Department of Secondary and Adult Teache r Educa~ion to offe 7, _in
the coming academic year, an on-site program , with the pro~ision
that at least 80% of the faculty in the program be from this
campus." The motion carried.
At the request of Professor Slaughter, Item #7 of the agend
was tabled until the May meeting.
The meeting adjourned at 5:50 p.rn.
Respect f u lly submitted ,

TO:

Executive Committee of the Facul t y Senate

FROM:

Women Studies Program

RE:

WOMEN STUDIES PROGRAM COURSE NUMBERS PROPOSAL

DATE:

April 3, 1979

I.

.
In the Spring of 1972 the Faculty Poli cy Committee
approved and sent to the Faculty a proposal for t he Women
Studies Program at UNM. It was approved at that t ime and
since then the Women Studies Program has re ceived a budget
and has offered classes. At this time we are s eeking to
fulfill the scope of the original proposal by the addition
of course numbers to the program.
The 1972 proposal read as follows: "Such a program
will only be effective if it is establ ished as a distinct
academic unit, because few departments have f acul ty members
with the particular qualifications needed i n a women ' s
studies program. In addition, most courses i n women ' s stud·es
do not fit into existing departmenta l or col legiate structures .
Most important, the needs of women r equir e an integrated
progr:3:111 that will be possible only t hrough an autonomous
unit."

II.

The Women Studies Program is seeking per mission o offer
its own course numbers. The courses we propose to offer have
already been developed by instructors, approved through ~he
normal university procedures and have been t aught_many times
through a relevant department with the Women Studies Program
budget and instructors.
h
been governed since its
The Women Studies Program as
ff · d students . This
inception by a committeed. of C
facult
y,
sta
~n time
. . It is
mmittee at t his
O
.
is called the Women Stu ies
f the Program i n
responsible for advisi~g_the C~ordin~to:n~ral office matter s .
matters of policy, administration ~n g other committee on
It will, with the Coordinator , _advise an Thi s additional
matters of curriculum and_appointme~ts: 11 be made up of 12
committee, called the Advisory Boa\ wi ember s from the \ omen
faculty to include the reg~lar facu t y ~ member. of the vario s
Studies Committee. Many will be tenuf:e 1
on
pow r
. Boar d will have . the ina
colleges. This
t of all academic personne 1
over issues concerning the appointmen
and all new curriculum.
Women Studies Program begin to offer
THE MOTION We propose that the bl · to propose new courses in
their own course numbers and be a . e
accordance with University regulations.
l

.
's Subcommitt ee on Women ' s
Faculty Policy Comm1.tt~e Studies at the University
Studies, "Proposal
Wome1·.ntys of New Mexico, Albuquerque ,
of New Mexico,"The Un1.vers
N.M., (February 8, 1972).

fo:

s
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A THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE:

March 9, 1979

Professor Claude-Marie Senninger, Undergraduate Academic Affairs Committee
Professor Jonathan Porter, Curriculum Committee

To:
FROM:

SUBJECT:

McAllister H. Hull,
Proposal for a Basic Freshman Program

Attached please find the proposal for a basic freshman program which was recently
completed. The final draft was prepared by the ad hoc committee of faculty and staff
listed below, in consultation with Dean Wollman and various Arts and Sciences departmental chairs. We are planning to begin the program in the Fall 1979, so it is
imperative that committee reviews are completed in time for the April Senate meeting.
My office and the planning committee stand ready to provide additional information or meet with your committees as necessary.

I have provided additional copies for distribution to your committee members.
xc:

Joel M. Jones
Anne J. Brown
Basic Skills Committee:
Keith Auger
Dean Brodkey
Richard Cady
Dan Chavez
Alice Clark, Chair
Michael Hogan
David Kidd
Merle Mitchell
Vera Norwood
John Rinaldi
Hal Rhodes
Jan Roebuck
Ellen Rosen
Tom Venardos
Bob Weaver
Bob White
Rod Young

lo
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DRAFT

PROGRAM PROPOSAL FOR A UNM BASIC FRESHMAN PROGRAM
The following freshman program of basic courses is presented in response to -the
Faculty Senate action of December 12, 1978 , which approved in principle the development
of a series of credit-bearing courses for underprepared students.

The program was

developed by a committee of faculty and administrative st aff representing the disciplines and services affected by the program .
Faculty teaching freshman courses, academic administrator s concerned with the
retention of students, as well as the President and Regents, have long felt the need
for a basic skills program.

Currently , about one-half of incoming freshmen have less

than a 50% chance of earning a G.P.A. of 2.0 or better .

Clearly most of the University

cormnunity would prefer t o teach students who are prepared for traditional college work .
The recent change in admission requirements was meant to ensure better prepared students; yet we continue to experience regularly admitted freshmen who are not able to
comprehend the material.

We do not, however, envision the basic skills program as the

only response the University can make to the problem.

The program is meant to provide

assistance for those underprepared students we currently admit; we must continue to
plan some strategies for he l ping the public schools and the general community improve
the education of future University students.

The freshman basic program is, then, only

part of a move to help the students we currently admit, we are also making the effort
to ensure that in the future the numbers of such underprepared students are reduced.
The following proposal does not pretend to answer all of the curricular and procedural issues which must be resolved before the program is implemented.
issues can only be addressed once the program is approved .

Many such

Neither is the following

meant to be presented as the final version of the program; rather , the committee is
Providing an over-all outline , the details of which must be developed by specific
departments, faculty and administrative staff who will have ultimate responsibility
fo r the quality of the educational experience offered .
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I.

Selection of Students
The first class to be eligible fo r the program will be the Fall , 1979 Freshman

class . Students will be placed in the program based on t heir ACT scores in each of the
four subject matter areas.

The English score for placement will remain at or equal to

18, Math will probably be at or equal to 15, Natural Sciences and Social Sciences remain to be developed .

The Testing Division is currently conducting a study of the

grades achieved by Freshmen enroll ed t his Fall in Natur al Sciences or Social Sciences
courses.

The grades will be compared to the ACT subject area scores in Natural and

Social Sciences; a score which most closely predicts the ability of the student to earn
at least a C in Natural or Social Science will be chosen as the test- out score .

Initial

discussions of placement procedures had outlined a selection procedure which combined
the student's high school GPA with the over-all ACT score to place him/her into the
program,

Since the Math department and the English depait~ent currently use subject

area ACT scores for placement in their programs, the committee recommends that acrossthe-board adoption of sub ject area scores would make for a more consistent approach . The
reliability of either approach as a placement device is not significantly different .
There will be a certain degree of error in assignment of st uden ts following either
Procedure.

Some who will be assigned to basic studies would have been able to function

satisfactorily in higher classes; some who should have been assigned to basic studies
classes will not be.

One method for minimizing t he error in placement is to provide

students who have been assigned to the classes the opportunity to test out .

Therefore,

all students assigned to basic courses will take a challenge examination just prior to
or at the start of the semester .

Students who show a satisfactory level of proficiency

Will be allowed to enroll in the next level of freshman class .
Procedure used in both Math and English.

This is currently the
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3/8/79 Program Proposal
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Only students who fall below the ACT cut-off in all four areas will be required
to take all four courses.

Fo r example, if a student has low scores in Mat h , Natural

Sciences and Social Sciences, but a score of at least 19 in English , he / s he will be
allowed to take English 101 , but will be required to enroll in t he other t hree basic
program courses.

Students may not proceed to the next level of cl ass in t he discipline

until they have satisfactorily completed the basic skills course.

Students wi ll not,

however, be prevented from proceeding in the areas in which they are success ful .
A.

Regularly Admitted Students
Students who qualify for regular admission t o the University will be re-

quired to enroll in all basic skills courses fo r which t hei r ACT subj ec t area
scores are low.

The challenge examination wil l be the only method fo r gr anting

exceptions to the placement procedure .
B.

Students Admitted With Deficiencies
Students who are admitted to t he University with no mo re than t wo de f icien-

cies in their high school preparation, will be required t o en r ol l i n the appropriate Basic Skills course or courses in which t hey are de fici ent unl ess t heir
ACT composite score is 22

or their score in t he subj ect area i s 20 .

Such a

policy is in keeping with current University po l icy re garding such st udent s.
Existing policies requiring that de f icient students contract wit h t he Office of
Admissions to remove their deficiencies withi n a specif ied t ime or fac e University disenrollment will also stand .
Deficient students who also have low s ubj ec t area ACT s core s outside of
their de f icient a reas, will be placed in the app r opriate courses in the same
manner as re gularly admitted students.
C.

Communication With Students And Respective Advisement Offices
Students pla ced in Basic Skills courses will be noti fied i n their registra-

tion materials of t he ir assignmen t to such cours e s.

They will be provided with

120
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a description of the courses and the rationale for placement.

The Admissions

Office will notify the advisement offices of who belongs in Basic Skills courses.
Probably, there will be an addition made to the advisement resource sheet which
is now produced for each student and distributed to University College.
shop will be held this spring for a 11

A work-

academic advisors, informing them of

the program and providing them with information to help students understand why
they are placed in the courses.
II.

Basic Freshman Curriculum
The Basic Freshman Curriculum will consist of four courses:

100, Natural Sciences 100 and Social Sciences 100.

English 100, Math

The English course is already in

place and has been offered for the past five years.

The Math course will be de-

veloped, with some revisions, from the current Math 120 course.

The Natural Sciences

and Social Sciences courses are new courses.
It is recommended that each course carry four hours of credit since the courses
will be structured around three discussion/laboratory sessions per week, supplemented
by one lecture session per week.

The issue of amount of credit earned in each course

is not yet resolved; the planning committee will need to further address the subject.
The discussion/laboratory sessions will have a maximum class size of 25-30; the lecture session may be as large as 100.

Faculty will provide the lectures and at least

two discussion/laboratories per week; Teaching Assistants will provide the rest of
the instruction.

The committee recommends that the credits in Natural Sciences and

Social Sciences be treated in the same manner as are the credits in English and Math;
i.e., the credit earned is accepted in general hours toward the degree, but each
College may choose to exclude the credit from hours required to fulfill specific
degree requirements.
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The planning committee has worked with department chairs and members of other
faculty to develop initial outlines for the Natural Sciences and Social Sciences
curriculum.

The new courses will be offered in the Natural Sciences and Social Sci-

ences departments.

Thus, Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Geology will each offer a

course entitled "Natural Science 100."

Similarly, Sociology, Political Science,

Economics, History and Geography will each offer a course entitled "Social Science

loo. " s tu dents

.
required
to enroll in the Social Science 100 course and / or the Natural

Science 100 course will be encouraged to take the 100 level course in the departments
in which they plan to major or in which they will need courses to complete their degree.

Such a procedure should help increase the student's interest and motivation in

the course.
It is understood that the following outlines are an initial model for the interdisciplinary organization of these courses.

While the model provides some specific

topics which might be covered in each discipline, these topics are only initial examples.

Once the basic framework has been approved by the Faculty Senate, the Basic

Skills Planning Committee will work with individual departments to develop specific
curricula in keeping with the academic interests of the department.

The individual

department's topics and materials will be expected, however, to be consistent with the
general themes herein developed.

Building the courses around the themes ensures a

coherence to the courses which will be crucial to their success.

The program should,

however, provide individual faculty and departments with some flexibility, particularly in the initial years.

Each instructor may, therefore, make some changes in

the final curriculum, but substantive changes must meet the particular requirements
of a 11 t h e courses related t o the s kill so b'Jee t1· ve s ·

Any changes made should be

Proposed, in a timely fashion, for review and approval by the general coordinating
committee of the basic skills program.
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Please note the "Basic Skills Goals and Objectives" which precedes t he t wo course
proposals.

This statement stresses that our principal objective is to develop funda-

mental learning skills in those students who will be enrolled in t he two courses.

The

substantive aspects of the curricula, therefore, must be instrumental to that end.
It is hoped that the proposal provides enough flexibility to encourage each of
tqe Natural Sciences departments to offer a Natural Science 100 course in the Fall,
and each of the Social Sciences departments to offer a Social Science 100 course in
t he Fall.

The faculty for the 100 courses will not be expected t o teach t hose aspects

of the course which are outside their discipline without assistance; they will be
provided with background materials, notes and personal advice on t he curriculum be fo re
and during the class.
of the Semester.

A facult y training workshop wil l be held prior to t he be ginning

Faculty teaching the courses will meet regularly during t he Semester

to discuss the progress of the courses and learn fr om each other.
Finally, the curricula presented are meant to be an initial step in developing
courses for our underprepared students.

The first year of teaching these courses wi ll

no doubt lead to many revisions in the program.

The University has not previous ly

addressed the specific l earning needs of these students; we reali ze t hat we have a
great deal to learn.

BASIC SKILLS COURSES--GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
~tural Science 100 and Social Science 100
Introduction
A.

Goals
As a resul t of parti cipation in t he pro gr am (in cluding Englis h 100 and Math 120) ,

students s hould achieve the following general goals:
1.

Recognition and clarification of their rea s ons for attending the Uni ve r s i t y .

3/8/79 Pr ogram Proposal
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2.

Appreciation and development of t he amoun t and kind of e ffo rt ne cessary to
achieve their educational obj e c tives.

3.

Improvement in reading , wr iting , and study s kills appr op riate t o each course
that may insure succes s at the Univers i t y .

B.

Ass umptions
Un derlying the development of t he courses are t hese assumptions:
1.

The primary purpose of the courses is t o i mp rove reading, writing and study
skills using subject matter as a vehicl e t o achieve t his goal .

2.

Although understanding of s ubj e c t matter i s expected , t his aim is clea rly
subordinate t o student attainment of t he app r opriate colle ge- l eve l s kil l s.

3.

Readings f o r each course will be sel ected f r om colle ge t e xt s of various l evels
of difficulty .

Eas i er readings will be used at first and more di fficult

readings toward the end of the semester.
4.

Readings selected fo r the courses s hould mo t i vate students and l essen t he f e ar
of Social Science and Nat ur al Sc ience courses t hat many s tudents dis play .

5.

Standard pre- post- examinations wi ll be given i n e ach of the cour s es .

The

post- examination will be a component of the f i nal examination in the cours e;
primary emphasis will be place d on measuring s ki l ls att ainment over conten t
mastery.
C.

Ob j ectives
Part icipating students wi ll demonstrate i mp r ovement in t he following s kills app r opriate to each course, be ginning with e as y obj e ctives and progress ing t hroughout
t he course to more difficult objectives.

Evidence of s tudent mas tery of each

ob j e c t ive will be submitted regular ly for e valuat i on by course instruc t ors.
1.

Reading Comprehension
a.

Write definitions of vocabulary and special t erms t hrough use of con t ext
clues.
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b.

Learn concepts by comparison/contrast methodology.

c.

State and write the main ideas of paragraphs and longer readings.

d.

State and write responses to literal, interpretive, and evaluative ques-

.

I

I,

2

tions based on text material .

2.

e.

Recognize major and minor generalizations.

f.

Order observations that either lead to or illustrate a generalization.

g.

Identify cause/effect r e l e tionships and other organizational patterns.

Study Skills

- - -- - --a.
b.

Write notes from lectures and readings.
Prepar e outlines and diagrams to indi cate t he logical organization and
flow of ideas in paragraphs and longer readings.

3.

c.

Survey text readings and develop appropriate questions.

d.

Locate and use library sources.

e.

Apply test-taking skills and principles to essay and ob j ective examinations .

Writing Skills
a.

Write approximate definitions of significant terms in the f orm of complete sentences.

b.

Write a well-ordered summary of a process, or an event, or a set of
facts in the form of a paragraph.

c.

Respond in writing to short answer questions in clear, complete sentenc es .

d.

Use acceptable graI!llilar, punctuation and spelling in all writing assignment s.

e.

Avo id j argon, slang, and colloquialisms that distract the reader f r om the
ideas p resented in all writing assignments.

4.

Listening and Speaking Skills
a.

Take no tes and prepare outlines f rom lectures, recitations, and discussion mat e r ial.

,
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b.
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Respond orally to literal, interpretive, and evaluative questions in class
situations.

c.

Present short, organized oral presentations including a main idea and
supporting evidence.

5.

Quantitative Skills.
a.

Apply logical reasoning to natural and social scientific subject matters.

b.

Use basic mathematical skills such as solving simple equations, interpreting graphs, e·tc.

c.

Attainment of proficiency in laboratory activities.

NATURAL SCIENCE 100--Course Outline

A.

Suggested content material:
The content themeof the course is matter.

Development of content fl ows from

ideas of chemical interactions and structure of matter (unit 1 ) to largely physical
interactions (unit 2).

We then deal with origins and time-space distributions of

matter in the universe (unit 3) .

From a discussion of the fo r mati on of the e a rt h

in unit 3 it is logical to consider the recent grand theory of geo l ogy--pla te
tectonics--that explains the distribution and structure of the earth's material
features.

Principles relating to units 1 and 2 contribute to an understanding of

this unit (unit 4 ).

Once we understand that the kinds of elements which make up

living organisms were creat~d long ago in the dying gasps of stars and t hat the
extremes of earth habitats are the results of crustal events, then the stage is
set to discuss some of the adaptions made by living matter to e arth cond itions.
Principles of chemistry and physics such as atomic structure, heat, light, pressure,
and gravity contribute to our understanding of t he "conditions for life. " (unit 5 ) .

15
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B.

Brief resume o f the concepts suggested for each unit.
Uni t 1 .

Chemistry:

at onuc
· s t ructure, chemical symbols, ionization, covalent bond

some organic functional group s, and oxidation-reduction.

(Length:

'

l~-2

weeks)
. . Int ro d uct1on
to Ch emistry for biology
Sachhe1·m, GI
·

Suggested reading:

students, 2nd ed., EM! , Chapters 1-3, paperback.
Reason:

This is a programmed book that can be mastered by a normal reader

in 2 to 6 hours .

It allows mastery of materials in short steps which

means this is a very low level approach.
Unit 2.

Phy s ic s:

na t u re of air, sound and light waves, forces, energy, partic l es,

heat, and quantum theory.

(Length:

3 weeks--some material covered would

also be included under the heading of chemistry)
Suggested reading :

selections from Asimov, I. Asimov on physics, 1st

paperback ed., Avon Books
Reason:

Selected because the technical level is low but higher than the

reading for unit 1.

He writes in a popularized fashion and it is hoped

that this style will lower student's f ear of science.
Unit 3.

Astronomy- cosmology:

birth of stars , space-time relationships, birth of

sun and planets, origin of universe, and creation of matter.

(Length:

3 weeks)

Suggested reading :
Reason:

Calder, N. Violent Universe, Penguin Books, paperback

Selected because of its popularized approach and low technical

level, but adequate coverage of the material.
Unit 4.

Geology-plate tectonics :
spreading.

(Length :

Excellent pictures.

sense of time, continental drift, and sea-floor

3 weeks)
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Suggested reading:
Reason:
Unit 5.

Calder, N. The Restless Earth, Viking Press, paperb ack

Same as above

Biology--conditions for life:

elements and life, radiant energy and life,

temperature and life, and pressure, gravity, and life.
Suggested readings:

(Length:

3 weeks)

Scientific American Offprints:
Frieden, The Chemical Element of Life
Deevey, Mineral Cycles

Bormann and Likens, The Nutrient cycles of an ecosystem
Went, The Ecology of Desert Plants
Wald, Life and Light
Wurtman, The Ef fects of Light on the Human Body
Gamow and Harris, The Infrared Receptors of Snakes
Johnson, Heat and Life
Heilbrun, Heat Death
Irving, Adaptions to cold
Clark, Thermal Pollution and Aquatic Life
Bruun, Cells at High Pressure
Reason:

Represent reading levels comparable to beginning university

science texts.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE 100--Course Outline

I.

Course Purpose--To develop a set of skills and habits of study appropriate to
college level work; further to survey the social science disciplines for major
issues and bodies of knowledge of which they consist .

To these ends, the course

will be divided into a series of regularly scheduled lectures, on designated
topics, and weekly recitation periods.

II.

Course Approach--The course will approach the social sciences as a more-or-less
integrated cluster of disciplines devoted to the understanding of a number of
persistent patterns cf human behavior known as "social institutions."

The course

will emphasize the substantive aspects of those institutions rather than the several methods of inquiry by which social scientists study their subject matters.
In the selection of topics to be studied, the choices will be made from among
examples of social institutions with which students enrolled in the course are apt
to be familiar.

The idea is to find a point of departure appropriate to a course

of this nature.
The following suggested course structure outlines a method by which the five
disciplines currently participating in planning the 100 course could be organized
to maintain the emphasis on social institutions.

Obviously, all five disciplines

could not be covered in one semester; thus, it is assumed that individual departments offering the course would select the four disciplines most pertinent to the
department's vision of the social sciences.

Such a course structure is designed

to allow for individual differences among the Social Science departments, and
for the possible inclusion of three-week blocks in such areas as Psychology and
Anthropology.

3/8/79 Program Proposal
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III.

SUGGESTED COURSE STRUCTURE-A.

I TRODUCTIO
1.

TO COURSE:

On the Nature of the Social Sciences (2 weeks)

How, despite cultural variations and changing times, patterns of human
behavior persist

2.

Persistent patterns of human behavior as "social institutions"

3.

Some examples of social institutions--social groups, economic systems and
governments

4.

Purpose of understanding such institutions, including the role of the
social science disciplines

B.

On the Study of Social Groups (3 weeks)

1.

Sociology as a field of study

2.

Important social groupings

3.
C.

a.

Types of groups

b.

Socialization

c.

Crimes and society

d.

The community

Social Change

On the Study of Economies and Economic Systems (3 weeks)

1.

Production, Exchange and Consumption:

Economics as a field of study

2.

A brief exercise in Western economic history

3.

Issues in Economics:

How best to organize an economy for production and

distribution

4.

a.

Socialism as an idea

b.

The theory and practice of private enterprise

Aspects of the American economic system
a.

"Free enterprise" and the role of government

b.

The economics of poverty
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D.

On the study of Political Systems and Government (3 weeks)
1.

Political Science as a field of study:

Conflict and Conflict Resolution

2.

Conflicting 20th Century Political Ideologies:

The Idea of Limited

Government vs. Totalitarianism
3.

4.
E.

Characteristics of the American Political System
a.

The Federal System

b.

Separation of Powers/Checks and Balances
1)

The Presidency

2)

The Congress

3)

The Courts

Issues in American politics--Whither the American Political Party System

On the Study of Geography (3 weeks)
1.

Geography and the Social Sciences

2.

An illustration--The City

a.

How people use space (spatial interaction)

b.

How people interpret the space in which they live (environmental
perception)

F.

G.

On the Study of History (3 weeks)

1.

What historians do--History as a discipline

2.

The historical evaluation of institutions

3.

The meaning of the past today and tomorrow

CONCLUDING SECTION (1 week)
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III.

Learning Resources Center
In addition to the Freshman Basic courses, the University will also open a support

service, tentatively called the Skills Center.
The Skills Center is designed to provide specialized support to instructors of the basic freshman program.

Instructors will refer to the Center students who

are unable to keep pace _w ith the content of the course and/or students with apparent
severe reading, writing, analytical and study skills deficiencies.

Such students will

receive individualized testing, counseling and tutorial services designed by the staff
of the Center.

Small group meetings for students to cover difficult content or skills

areas will be organized in the Center.

In addition to services provided at the Center,

the Center staff will work with faculty and Teaching Assistants to develop strategies
for tutorial operation of recitation sections, so that all students in basic freshman
~las ses may benefit from some individualized learning.
Significant interaction between Ski 11 s

Center staff and faculty /instructional

staff provides the key to the success of the Center.

Teaching Assistants in the reci-

tation sections will also provide individualized tutorial assistance at the Center.
Facul ty of the classes will routinely be available to students at the Center, either
meet ing individually with students, or providing small group discussions.

Staff of the

Center will regularly visit the classes and plan teacher training activities.
As the University has not previously attempted such a service, it is understood

that the development of the Center will be an evolutionary process.

The Center will be

initially designed to meet the needs of the teaching faculty for support services and
in-service training, but the first years of operation will emphasize flexibility and
adaptability of policies and procedures in order to meet the needs of students using
the Center.

The following design is meant to provide a start, suggest the atmosphere

and spirit in which the Center should be operated, and provide ideas for readily

~,

I
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available resources which will allow for initial operation in the Fall of 1979 .
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Once

the over- all program design for the basic skills package has been app r oved , and teaching faculty identified, specific services and operations of the Center can be defined.
A.

Location
The Learning Resources Center will be initial ly housed in Zimmerman Library .

The re is currently existing space on the third floor which will allow for a reception area and materials check- out desk, coordinator's office, tutorial staff office
and small group meeting rooms.

A large open area may need s ome re-modeling in

order to provide a space for one- to- one tutorial assistance .
The Library provides an appropriate home for the Center because of the study
atmosphere, the possibility for integration of Center services and equipment with
those available in the Library, and the ready availability of Library resources
for specialized student use.

The major disadvantage of the Librar y is the lack of

an informal atmosphere that encourages sociability .

An assessment of student

reaction to the setting should be done during the initial year of operation to
determine if the Center should be moved el sewhere, such as t he Student Union Building or the proposed Student Affairs Building.
The location proposed also allows for wide variability in the activities of
students using the Center at any given time.

Individual students may be working at

carrels with programmed texts or other materials, working one-to- one with a tutor
or teaching assistant, or meeting with the Center coordinator for evaluation of
specific learning problems.

Small groups of students may be meeting as a self-

organized study section, or with a faculty member to repeat sec tions of a lecture
which they did not understand.
B.

Materials/Equipment
Init ial materials will be sel ected and/or produced by the faculty teaching the
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basic freshman courses, additional reading materials will be added as needs a re
identified.

Reading s pecialists and library staff will survey available programmed

learning packages, e asy readers, study skill aids, etc., and suggest t o the faculty
those which seem most pertinent to the skills training component of the pr ogram.
Various tests will be selected with the assistance of the Testing Division and t h e
College of Education; approved tests will be provided to students as needed.

The

initial trust of the Center will not be on provision of learning materials, but on
provision of human resources to wo r k with students.
C.

Staff
The Center requires at minimum one full- time director or coordinator.

this individual would also teach one of the basic skills courses.

Ideally ,

Teaching would

provide the director not only direct knowledge of the students' needs , but academic
credibili ty in working with other faculty.

The director should have s ome training

and experience in working with basic education st udents at the post- secondary level,
knowledge of testing and advisement, and understanding of the psychological pr oblems
such students will bring to their e ducation.
The director will be responsib l e for designing the Center services in relation
to faculty needs, developing teacher and counselor trainin g programs, developing
workable modes for scheduling both individual t utorial sessions and group l e arning
opportunities, monitoring the Center's services and revising activities as the need
arises.

Insuring integration of support activities with classroom activities is the

major responsibility of this individual.

The individual will also work with Depart-

ments and Colleges to make arrangements for the assignment of Teach ing Assistants,
interns and peer tutors.
In addition to the director, the Center requires a ~-time psychological counselor and a ~-time learning specialist.

The counselor will work with students
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whose l earn ing di ff iculties are compounded by emotional pr oblems.

The l e arning

specialist will be resp onsible fo r designing specific reading and study skills
improvement programs fo r indivi dual s tudent s .
Teaching Assist ants from e ach of t h e departments will have re gul ar dut y
responsibil ities at t he Center; s uch assignments will repl ace any regular departmental off ice hours required of T. A.s.

I deally , some of t he Teaching Ass is t ants

assigned t o the recitat ion sess ions wi ll t e ach only one sess ion and fulfill the i r
other teaching respon s ib ility by s taffin g the Center .

I n any case, all Teaching

Assistants will s pend regular office hours at t he Center .

Facul t y will be strongly

encourage d to pl an gr oup activities at the Center, and meet with i ndividual students
at t he Center on a re gular bas is .

In addition, i ntern s tuden ts and Teaching Assis-

tants will be rec ruited from t h e College of Educa tion (p articular ly students in
reading , guidance and counseling and English as a Second Language progr ams) to
pr ovi de additional indivi dual assistance to st udents with lear ning problems related
to the intern 's t r aining pr ogram.
The operation o f the Center wi ll be t he responsibi lity of the General Librar .
The dire ctor may , however , hold a joint appointmen t in the Librar y and the department i n which he / she teaches.

The Teaching Assistants who a re as signed onl

to the

Center will be chosen by t he departments and app r oved by the director and their
per fo r mance wil l be t he joint responsibil ity of t he department and the director .
D.

_Qpe ration
The Center will initially be open Monday t hr ough Fr iday from 1 : 00 p.m. to 5:00

p . m., 6:00 p.m. to 10 :00 p . m. , and Sunday f r om 1 : 00 p . m. t o 5 :00 p . m.
mands more hours, they will be added later .

If use de-

•
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IV .

Evaluation
A primary goal of the basic freshman program is to upgrade the communication
and mathematical skills of underprepared students and thus to reduce academic attrition of these students.

Hence, evidence that the program is working will be the

continued enrollment of students.

Further evidence of the over- all success of the

program will be cumulative grade point averages.
The basic skills program is not designed to guarantee the success of students
in specific follow-on courses.

Instead, basic skills should remed iate students to

the level of regularly admitted freshmen.

Pre/Post-testing will be used in the basic

courses to assess the improvement of skills levels in the students enrolled in basic
skills courses.

There is a need for a control population against which to measure

the basic skills students.

The Testing Division and the Office of Institutional

Research are currently working out a method by whtch appropriate members of this
year's freshman class may be tested at the end of this semester.

Such information

can provide the basis for evaluating the effect of the basic skills courses next
fall.
An evaluation design of the Learning Resources Center has not yet been devel-

oped.

It is anticipated that we will study the level of use, types of services most

used and most effective, and skills improvement of students using the Center .
V.

Coordi~ation
The success of the program will be very dependent upon a great deal of interdepartmental/inter-collegial/inter-administrative cooperation.

Such cooperation will

require the development of several new faculty/staff groupings .
A.

Arts and Sciences Committees
Two committees would be formed in Arts and Sciences.

One would be a

ing in the Natural Sciences courses
Committee Of fac u lty and Some TA
• • S teach
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the other would be a similar committee of those teaching Social Sciences.
The purpose of these committees would be to review departmental curricula to
ensure that the basic coherence of the two courses was maintained, to discuss
and resolve instructional difficulties that arise as faculty and T.A.s teach
courses and students which are new to them, and to monitor the quality of the
courses offered.

The faculty would also provide background documents and

notes to each other in order to assure that each instructor had sufficient
background material to teach those areas which were not a part of his/her
discipline.

These committees would also call on staff in the Learning Re-

sources Center, faculty of Speech Communication and of the College of Education, to provide consultations with instructional problems in the courses.
The coordinators of the Math and English courses will also meet regularly with
these committees.
B.

Learning Resources Center Committee
A committee of staff of the Center, one or two faculty, including a

College of Education representative and an Arts and Sciences representative,
representatives from the CEP program and the Special Services program, and a
Library representative will set policy and monitor the functions of the Center.
The committee will be specifically responsible for ensuring that the Center
operates as a service to faculty teaching the basic courses.
C.

General Coordinating Committee
An overview committee to bring together representatives of all the indi-

viduals involved with the program will also be formed.

This group will regular-

ly review all aspects of the program (utilizing reports from committees A and
.
1·n poli"ci·es and procedures as needed.
B) an d recommend a d JUStments

Issues

outside the specific curricula and services aspect of the program, such as
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student placement, program evaluation, and coordination snags, will be resolved through this committee.

Following is an initial list of possible

members of such a committee.
Joel Jones, Associate Provost/Academic Affairs (Chair)
Laura Cameron, Math Department
Mike Hogan, English Department
Dean Brodkey, English Tutorial Program
Chair, Social Sciences Committee
Chair, Natural Sciences Committee
Professional Staff member from Learning Center
Library Faculty representative
Tom Venardos, Director, Arts & Sciences Advisement Center
Deans Huber and Wollman
Dick Cady, Institutional Research
Dean Weaver, Admissions and Records
Rod Young, Testing Division

/jc
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REPORT ON BASIC STUDIES BY THE UAAC
Th e Undergraduate Academic Affairs Committee, while
acc epting t h e basic premise of the draft proposal for a
basic f r e shmen program that UNM needs a set of remedial
cou rses, accepts this particular package only with considerable misgivings.

Chie f among our fears is the prin-

ci p le o f accepting a proposed curricular innovation "before
the program is implemented," to quote p . 1 of the draft.
At the present state of things, we cannot be sure about
this prog ram's prospect for success.

A program of basic

skills may be urgently needed, but it is not certain that
a prog r a m designed and approved in haste will not create
g reat er learning problems for the students.
We have no quarrel with the need for remedial English;
the program seems to be rather successful, indeed, some
members of the committee feel remediation would be best
accomplished if English 100 were made into a two semester
course, since many of the problems addressed by the
draft proposal of the Provost's a d ~ committee really
stem from language problems of incoming freshmen .

The

other courses , however, raise more serious questions.
A)

Math

100, in order to be taught in small

sections more ideal for remedial education,
would require considerable additional reserves according to the memo of C. Qualls.
Are such resources available?

Yet this same

.:.

•

..,

'
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memo questions whether the program will
provide more than the most negligible
results (20% at most in Math 100 would
be expected to get through in two
semesters).
B)

This raises the question of staffing
generally.

With sections of the various

courses being taught by TAs, instructors
and regular staff, the performance lev ls
of the 100 staff may be extremely unev n.
C)

Natural Sciences 100 and Social Scienc s
are supposed to be multidisciplinary.

00

Mn

members of the Undergraduate Academic A f i r
Committee felt that such multi-discipl'ne
courses work best at universities wi ha mo
selective student body, such as Harvard or
the University of Chicago, where, in

he

latter case, one of the best examples of a
multi-disciplinary course exists in its
SocSci 1, perhaps the best of the Robert
Maynard Hutchins creations--a course which
took, however, five years to develop.

Can

we duplicate this effort over the summer of
1979 and apply it to the bottom quarter o
our incoming freshman class?

Would not a

simpler and less academically con using
alternative be to insti ute rem dials ct·on

-

of the basic introductory courses in the
departments included in the two courses?
Such a step already has been tried by the
Political Science department, and the
statement that "each of the Social Science
offer a Social Science

departments •

100 course in the Fall" on p. 6 of the
draft indicates, albeit somewhat ambiguously, that this may have been what the ad
hoc committee had in mind .

Our committee

fears that we may run into greater problems
than currently realized if Natural Sciences
and Social Sciences 100 are implemented as
presently constituted.
D)

The proposal calls for the creation of a
summer workshop and o ut sid e assistance to
help prepare faculty members to teach these
courses.

We all know that it takes a long

time to prepare a new course in one's own
field.

Will a brief session be enough to

prepare faculty to teach a course which
presupposes:

1)

acquisition of a coherent

approach to a wide body of material which
must be synthesized and then presented on a
very low level

2)

acquisition of special

remedial teaching methods.

Those of us on

the committee who have taught remedial cours es

t -·

realize just how difficult it is to de velop a
set of very special teaching skills.
E)

The proposal talks of the creation of a Lea rning
Resources Center and a director of the remedial
program discussed on pp. 15-17, cente ring on

. .

.

Zimmerman Library.

Unfortunately , the l ibrary

budget is already depleted, so that f unds to
create the "Learning Resources Cente r" presumably
will have to come from the operating budget ,
with considerable cost to the normal acquisition
of periodicals, books, and other normal research
materials.

Efforts to discover any s i gnificant

holdings in the area of collegiate r emedial
education uncovered very little, and si nce no
cost estimates are provided in the draft proposal ,
we can only assume that the library 's normal
acquisitions will be cut in orde r to fund this
new remedial program.

The Undergraduate Academic

Affairs committee believes that this mi ght seriously
jeopardize the scholarly functions served by
Zi mmerman Library.

Indeed, at no point has the cost of the program
actl.·v1.'ties been spelled out .

to other University
We hesitate to approve this program without
to other programs, e . g .
knowing what it may. do
enrollment in survey courses, etc.

3\

Other problems may suggest themselves to Senate members,

- ·

but these particular questions have troubled the committee
during the four hearings held on this and earlier draft
proposals.

We have posed these questions several times to

the appropriate authorities, but have not received full
answers to our concerns.

Draft Resolution

The Undergraduate Affairs Committee sends the proposal
on Basic Studies to the Senate with the recommendation that
if the Senate pass it, it should pass it on a provisional
basis only, for the next academic year, and that each course
receive the approval of the department (s) involved.

If it

adopts the draft proposal for a basic freshman program, the
Senate should appoint a select committee of its own members
and outside experts to evaluate the first year's functionin g
of the remedial program.

This committee should present its

tentative findings to the Senate no later than March 1980,
so that the results of the program can be debated and the
program, if necessary, can be modified or abolished •

•
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE :

' TO :

FROM :

s u eJECT:

19 March 19 79

The Faculty Senate
The Faculty Senate Committee on Gr.a duate Programs

&

Recommendations for the establishment of new degree
graduate level (revised).
(I)

MASTER OF COMMUNITY & REGIONAL PLANNING

Standards
programs at t he

-A\°f>~~\)£:"t:> ~y ~ 'ti

~T~

~\:to'\«=\

(a) Graduate~: School of Architecture & Planning
(b) Relation !.e_ existing degree programs: In 1975 when t
Architecture & Planning was established as a separa e ent i t y plans
called for two degrees, the Master in Architectur and the Mast er
in Planning. The recommended program is for the atter degr ee .
(c) Program objectives:
(i) To train professional level planners c
work
tasks in public and private planning rganizations;
(ii) To provide a program of training w h focus on needs of the Sou t hw t
but not to the exclusion of abil y to function i n different
tting ·
(iii) To train professionals capable f p~actice in r ural and small comm.unity
as well as urbanized settings·
(iv) To contribute to the store o knowledge and human r esour ces relativ
to planning needs in New M ico.
(d) Need: The State of New Mexi
is experiencing a period of rap id gr owth
which demands planning wit in the public and private s ec t or s .
o degre
program in planning exis
in the state at present. Degr ee pr ograms in
planning offered outsid the state do not include an analysis of the
nature of the southwes.
(e) Course of study:
(i) First

cu iculum designed to provide firm ground i ng i n theor
p actice. Required courses emphasize nature of the
context for application of theory and method and
strategie for coping with complex problems;
(ii)
y ar curriculum provides continuity of profess ional pr oblems
tice sequence. Electives chosen for strengthening and broadening o individual student program. A thesis or i ndependent pr oject
is u dertaken during the final semester.
(iii) Co letion of 48 course units with maximum of 9 hour s transfer cred i t
s tisfactory completion of either a Master's Thesis or an Independent
reject, and satisfactory completion of the Master's examination i
required.

- 2 -
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(f) Additional resources needed (4- ear,
'79-'80
Faculty
Cost

'82-' 83

TOTAL

0
$30, 000

1.5
$105,000

0
$10,000

$10,000

$ 35,000

3,000

$ 4 , 000

$ 4 , 000

$ 13,000

0
$ 3,000
$46,000

0
$ 3,000
$47,000

0
$ 3, 000
$47, 000

$ 4 , 000
$12,000
$169,000

'80- 1 81

.75
$15,000

.5
Secretarial
Cost
$ 5,000
Supplies

'8

$

Equipment
Library
TOTAL

4,0

~44

(g) Recommende b : the Graduate Committee of the School of Architecture &
Planning t~e School of Architecture & Planning faculty, t he Faculty
Senate omm1ttee on Graduate Programs & Standards.
(II) MASTER OF ARTS IN AMERICAN STUDIES
(a) Graduate Unit:

Department of American Studies

(b) Relation to existing degree programs: At present t here is an under graduate
program leading to a major in American Studies and a graduate pr ogram
leading to the Ph.D. in American Studies. This will fill the gap between
the baccalaureate and doctoral degree programs.
(c) Program objectives:
(i) To provide opportunity for interdisplinary study of American culture
and character at the Master's level;
(ii) To meet the needs of a significant number of students interested in
an interdisciplinary professional program flexible enough to provide
a wide variety of career choices (education, j ournalism and media,
business, local government, public service,~~) .
To
provide the quality of the Ph. D. program in American Studies by
(iii)
improving the preparation of many of the·" prospective candidates.
(d) Need: There is no Master's-level program in American Studies in New Mexico,
Arizona, or Colorado. Prospective candidates for programs in American
Studies at that level must be sent elsewhere. In 1976- 77 t he department
declared a moratorium on new admissions to the doctoral program. Since
that time fewer students .. have been admitted to the program. A program
at the Master's level will permit students to undertake preliminary
graduate study in the field while giving the department a better opportunity
for screening prospective doctoral candidates.
(f) Additional resources needed: The operation of a Ph.D. program in American

Studies provides all resources necessary for a Master's- level program.
No additional resources are required for its implementation and continued
support.
(g) Recommended by: the Graduate Committee of the College of Arts & Sciences,
the ~ollege of Arts and Sciences faculty, the Faculty Senate Committee
on Graduat e Programs and Standards.
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(III)

MASTER OF ARTS IN GERMAN STUDIES
(a) Graduate Unit: Department of Modern & Classical Languages
(b) Relation to existing degree programs: The program will be related to the
~eutsche Sommerschule ~ New Mexico .in Taos. A minimum of two summers
and a maximum of four summers of participation in t he Sommerschule will be
required for the degree. There is no intention to offer the program
on campus of UNM.
(c) Program objectives:
(i) To provide an .interdisciplinary program of study in the language
literature, and culture of The Federal Republic of Germany , The'
German Democratic Republic, Austria, and Switzerland;
(ii) To meet the needs of students and teachers of German in New Mexico
and elsewhere.
(d) Need:
(i) There is no graduate program in German Studies within New Mexico .
This will meet the needs of students who have majored in German
within the state and wish to continue studying at the graduate level.
It also will enable high school teachers of German in New Mexico who
wish to earn the M.A. degree through in-state summer work.
(ii) The only similar programs exist on either coast: Middlebury College
in Vermont and the Deutsche Sommerschule ~ Pazifik in Oregon .
(e) Course of Study: The Master's degree would be offered under Plan I as
described in the UNM Graduate Bulletin. The program requires 24 semester
hours of course work, 6 hours of .Thesis (599) credit, and a comprehensive
examination. Four alternatives are offered: (A) four summer school
sessions; (B) three summer school sessions plus six hours at UNM; (C) two
summer school sessions plus twelve hours at UNM.
(f) Additional resources needed: The program will utilize the resources of
the Taos summer school which has been in operation since the summer of
1976. During 1978 the Federal Republic of Germany provided 30. 72% of
the budget, while tuition and fees provided 35%. No increase in support
from UNM, over and above what is now appropriated for the summer school
would be necessary. Library resources are adequate and no additions are
required to the existing German faculty at UNM.
(g) Recommended by: the Graduate Committee of the College of Arts & Sciences,
the College of Arts & Sciences faculty, the Faculty Senate Committee on
Graduate Programs and Standards.
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(IV)

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
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(a) Graduate Unit : College of Engineering
( b ) Relation to existing degree programs: At present there is a Ph; D. in

Engineering, administered by the College of Engineering . The proposed
programs will provide a doctoral-level degree program which focuses upon
Computer Science with complementary concentrations in Computer Science
and Computer Engineering. The Computer Science concentration will be
concerned basically with software, the Computer Engineering concentration
with hardware.
(c) Program objectives:
(i) To provide an engineering-oriented doctoral degree program in computer
science within the state of New Mexico ;
( ii) To meet the employment demands for computer-science doctoral graduates
by laboratories and industries within the state of New Mexico;
( iii) To develop and maintain a high- level expertise in computer science
at UNM.
(d) Need:
( i) Statewide laboratories (Sandia, Los Alamos, Weapons ) and local firms
(Digital Equipment Corporation, B.D .M. Corporation, Gulton, Dikewood )
have a need for employees with the doctoral degree in computer science.
A degree program within the state will provide opportunity for New
Mexico students to enter this job market.
(ii) The field of Computer Science is developing rapidly. UNM has the
necessary expertise in terms of faculty and equipment to remain
abreast of developments if a doctoral-level program is in operation .
( e) Course of Study: The doctoral degree would be offered in _either of its
concentrations under the general guidelines now in operation within the
College of .lhgineering for its existing Ph.D. degree. The Department
of Computing and Information Science would administer the concentration
in Computing Science. The Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science would administer the concentration in Computer Engineering.
( f ) Additional resources needed: The program could begin with existing resources. It is anticipated that additional faculty and some new graduatelevel courses may be added when there is sufficient increase in enrollement.
The College of Engineering is involved already in developing and strengthening the areas included within the proposed degree program. Funding for
graduate student support and additional equipment is being sought through
grants.
(g) Recommended by: the Graduate Committee of the College of En~ineering,
the College of Engineering faculty, the Faculty Senate Committee on
Graduate Programs and Standards.

DEPARTMENT OF SECONDARY AND ADULT TEACHER EDUCATION
On-Site Master's
Program Proposal
INTRODUCTION
The Department of Secondary and Adult Teacher Education has developed a Master's
degree which is designed to serve the needs of New Mexico's teachers and school
districts. The program has been designed to develop master teachers and educational leaders with certain common capabilities in research application, curriculum development, instructional strategies, ahd multicultural education. In
addition, special concentrations have been developed in all the secondary school
teaching fields and in the areas of TESOL, Reading, Bilingual Education, and
Adult and Post-Secondary Education.
Thousands of New Mexico teachers have completed programs in this department
through on-campus attendance in summer sessions, late afternoon and evening
classes each semester (all of the department's graduate courses are offered at
those times), and extension on-site courses from Socorro to Chama.
In addition, the department has been involved in delivering a complete on-site
bachelor's program at the Ramah Navajo Reservation Pinehill High School each
semester for the past four years with additional summer session courses on the
UNM campus for each participant.
PROPOSAL STATEMENT
The experience of the department with this program and the encouragement of
President Davis'. statement on off-campus programs leads the department to propose an on-site Master's degree program consistent with the models developed
by the College of Education designed to better serve the needs of teachers at
a distance from the UNM main campus.
MODIFICATION OF PLAN II REQUIREMENTS
To make it possible for educators in areas distant from UNM and unable to attend
courses on campus during the regular semester, the department proposes th~t a
maximum of 21 semester hours of the M.A. degree program may be taken on-site.
In keeping with the College of Education guidelines, it is proposed that ~he
existing Master of Arts program be extended to a total of 39 semester hours,
with 18 required semester hours of on-campus course work.
MODEL PROGRAM
The proposed on-site MA program of the Department of ~econ~ary.and Adult Teacher
Education will follow the regular departm~ntal Master_s ~uid~lines including the
core program and emphasis in a teaching field or specialization .
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Core
Research Applications in Education
Ad~an~ed Instructional Strategies
Pr1nc1ples of Curriculum Development
Seminar
Multicultural Education
Reading in the Content Area
Advanced Field Experiences
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3
3
3
3
3
3

Emphasis
Specially arranged sequences of courses in Secondary School Teaching
Fields and in the areas of TESOL, Reading Bilingual Education and
Adult and Post-Secondary Education.
The minimum program will consist of 39 semester hours with a maximum of 21
semester hours offered on-site.
FUNDING
The courses in the proposed on-site M.A. program will be offered by appropri
faculty.

e

Funding will be through regular depattment budget or special projec s sources.
LIBRARY AND MATERIAL RESOURCES
Appropriate books from the departmental library will be made available to onsite participants as a special reserve collection.
In addition duplicated materials will be arranged for each course hrough the
Coll~ge of Education Materials Reproduction Center.
The library is making arrangements to duplicate books necessary for the courses
offered and the delivery of same.
NEEDS ASSESSMENT AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
The Department Chairman, the Graduate Coordinator, and Graduate Co i tee of
the department will, with the approval of the department faculty conduct surverys of needs and negotiate program offerings with local school distric s.
Based on needs, adequate numbers of qualified graduate students and sup~lementary funding, twenty-one semester hours of the regular .A. program w1ll be
offered at approved sites in a planned sequence of at least one course per
semester.
School districts by providing released time for teachers' study may ma e it
possible for graduate students on-site to take more than 3 hours each sernes
(See COE guidelines) .

- 3

In specially funded projects, full~time graduate students will be able to take
9 semester hours of on-site course work each semester.
EVALUATION .·
The Department Graduate Committee and Graduate Coordinator will monitor all
on-site graduate program offerings including, for example, t~e following
forms of evaluation:
1.

Assessment of graduate students' performance

2.

Comparison studies of on-campus and ·on-site master's

3.

Follow-~p studies of teachers and their students

.

Ten percent of budgeted amounts for on-site graduate programs will be set
aside for research in order to evaluate effectiveness and make appropriate
recommendations. Results of the evaluation will be reported to the College of
Education Graduate Committee each year of operation for review and for continuing approval.
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ft THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE:

April 5, 1979

To:

Members of the Faculty Senate

FRoM:

Faculty Welfare, Professional Standards and Ethics conunittee

~~~~ Interim Policy on Student Grievances
After a request for review by the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Conunittee, and with the subsequent approval of the Provost,
the Faculty Ethics and Advisory Conunittee and the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Conunittee,,we would like to propose the
following revision to the interim procedure on Student
Grievances (November 29, 1978):
Section I, A.3.
The Department Chairman, Dean and Provost may only
reconunend to an instructor that a disputed grade or
certain professional conduct be changed. ~He-Pfeves~
may-~R-fl~s-a~sere~ieR-re£ef-h~s-£~Ra~R~s,-aee~s~eR,-aRa
~eeeffiffieRaae~eRs-ee-~he-Faett±~y-Behies-aRa-Aav~sefy
eeffiffii~~ee-~Faett±~y-HaRaeee~,-~~.-~9,-49-~Jtt±y-±9~~
fev~s~eR~-£ef-eeRs~aefa~~eR-ef-a~se~~±~Rafy-ae~~eR
a~a~as~-~fle-~Rs~ftte~ef. The Provost shall confer with
the Faculty Ethics and Advisory Conunittee in arriving
at decisions involving disciplinary action against
an instructor.
Section I, A.4.
~fle-aee~s~eR-e€-~he-Pfeves~-ef-~He-Faett±~y-E~h~es-aaa
Aav~sefy-€effiffi~~~ee-~s-€~aa±. In accordance with the Fa cu lty
Handbook {pp.B6-B8) the decision of the Provost made in
consultation with the Faculty Ethics and Advisory Corruni ttee.
may be appealed by the aggrieved faculty member to the Corrunittee
on Academic Freedom and Tenure.
bm
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A THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE :

April 9, 1979

To:

Janet Roebuck

FRO M:

John Perovich, Vice President for Business and Finance

SU BJECT:

Administrative Salaries

Listed below are the administrative salaries you requested and the percent
change for 1977-78 and 1978-79.
The fringe benefits are as follows:
Retirement
Social Security
Calendar Year
Calendar Year
Calendar Year

6.5% of
(FICA)
1977
1978
1979

salaries
5.85% of maximum salary of $16,500
6.05% of maximum salary of $17,700
6.13% of maximum salary of $22,900

Group Health and Life Insurance
1977
$405.00 per year
1978
$405.00 per year

President
Director of Medical Center &
Dean of Medical School
Vice President, Business &
Finance
Vice President, Student
Affairs
Administrative Vice President
Provost
Comptroller
Budget Director
Athletic Director
Athletic Director - Women (1)
Football Coach
Basketball Coach
Deans:
Arts & Sciences

ASM
Education
Engineering
Fine Arts
Law
University College
Nursing
Pharmacy
Continuing Education
Students

1978-79

%
Change

1976-77

1977-78

%
Change

47,500

50,500

6.3

53,800

6.5

53,500

56,500

5.6

59,800

5.8

42,500

45,500

7. 1

48,800

7.3

7.0
7.7
7.8
6.8
14.8
6.0
5.5

48,800
48,800
34,000
27,800
33,200
22,962
32,750
35,000

6.1
6.1
8.3
11. 2
7.8
11. 7
4.8
12.5

46,900
41,000
37,700
38,900
34,200
47,100
37,500
37,300
37,300
32,000
28,400

6.1
6.5
6.5
6.6
8.6
7.5
6.8
6.6
6.6
8.5
7. 2

32,500
43,000
29,150
23,200
28,836
17,896
29,470
29,470

46,000*
46,000*
31,400
25,000
30,800
20,550
31,238
31,103

41,700
35,700
32,400
35,000
37,700
40,500
32,800
30,000
32,400
28,080
23,800

6.0
44,200
7.8
38,500
9.3
35,400
4.3
36,500
(16.4)
31,500*
8.1
43,800
7.0
35,100
35,000* 16.7
8.0
35,000
5.1
29,500
11. 3
26,500

.
;

-2Memo to Janet Roebuck

April 9, 1979
%

Deans (cont.):
Admissions & Records
Library Services
Graduate Studies
School of Architecture

(1)

*

JW:mr

10 months
New Appointment

%

1976-77

1977-78

Change

1978-79

Change

23,500
37,000
31,020
31,100

25,145
39,300
33,000
33,200

7.0
6.2
6.4
7.1

27,100
41,900
35,100
35,300

7.8
9.4
6.4
6.3

1.52
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THE UNIVERS ITY OF NEW MEXICO
Date:

April 9 , 1979

To :

Members of the Faculty Senate

From:

Professor Alice Clark, General Library
Professor Harold Rhodes, Political Science <li j / ~
Professor David Kidd, Biology Q..,,_,,
;,,v-Joel M. Jones, Associate Provost for Academic Affairs

Subject:

Undergraduate Academic Affairs Committee Report on Basic Studies

The Undergraduate Academic Affairs Committee Report on Basic Studies is included
in the materials Senators have received for the April 10 meeting . The report raises
a variety of questions regarding the proposed program which we, as members of the
Basic Skills Committee, felt should be addressed prior to the meeting. We have
therefore, provided a brief outline responding point by point to issues raised in the
UAAC report. Some of the issues seemed to simply require elaboration of information
provided in the proposal and at the several meet ings of t he Basic Skills Committee
with the UAAC , while other issues are more fundamental in nature . If you are concerned about the program, we urge you to read t he attached information in conjunction
with the UAAC report.
xc:

jc

Keith Auger
Dean Brodkey
Richard Cady
Dan Chavez
Michael Hogan
Merle Mitchell
Vera Norwood
John Rinaldi
Jan Roebuck
Ellen Rosen
Tom Venardos
Bob Weaver
Bob White
Rod Young
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RESPONSE TO UAAC REPORT ON BASIC STUDIES

4/6/79
1.

The Basic Skills program has not been planned in haste, but is the result of

four years' discussion among the University community, several group meetings with
the other post-secondary institutions in the stat~, exhaustive planning over the

,

past year by a faculty/staff committee, and innumerable meetings with committees,
Departmental Chairs and Deans .
The point made in the proposal is that such planning can result in only so
much detail, lest faculty creativity in addressing the education~! problem be
stifled .

What has been done is to provide sample suggestions for addressing the

problems, which may be suitable for implementation in some situations and will provide guidance in others.

Design of the final details, as for any new course,

naturally comes once the appropriate committees have agreed that the general concept
ls acceptable.

This particular proposal is somewhat broader than the usual course

proposal, and provides Senate review committees the opportunity to suggest alternative
designs prior to the final, detailed d~sign .

.

Once the design is mutually acceptable,

we may begin the detailed planning.
2.A.

~th
The Provost's Office met with Professors Griego and Qualls after receiving the

Math department memorandum.

The resource question was discussed and Professor Griego

agreed that all the resources outlined in the memo do not necessarily have to be new
resources.
however
.

'

He is . presently developing a second budget request.

It is understood,

that Basic Skills will have a major impact on enrollment in the Math depart-

ment due to the number of students· who are deficient in mathematics.

The Provost is

committed to providing the additional resources which Math may need to offer the
courses .
With regard to the second issue raised, the predicted success of students,
agreement was reached between the Provost and Professor Griego that the proposed
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Response to UAAC
Page 2
curriculum would be given furthe r study .

It is ques tionable whether all Basic

Skills students need to function at the level currently planned for in the Math proposal.

Over the summer , Dr. Laura Cameron will be given release time to plan a

.

modified curricu-1:um for those students who are not . taking another Math course, but
who need general mathematical skills to proceed in other areas .

Such an approach

should help the success rate of the Math students.
B.

Staffing
The issue raised here is rather unclear as it defines the institutional approach

to teaching Freshman and Sophomores generally at UNM; i.e., mo st lower- division
courses are taught by TAs , instructors and regular staff.

In fact, rather than

continuing this· condition, the Basic Skills proposal seeks to address it by building
in some s pecific methods for quality assurance :

the curricula will be fairly stan-

dard and will benefit from the design experience of a wide range of faculty; the
instructors (of every category) will receive training and continued advice throughout
the year to improve teaching methods needed in the new educational environment; the
future success of the students will be closely monitored and evaluated .
C.

Interdisciplinary courses
In designing any course, whatever the type, it_is best to keep in mind the final

goal .

In the case of the Basic Skills courses, the goal is the improvement of

students' verbal, quantitative and study skills.

As page 6 of the proposal points

out, the substantive areas of the curric·ulum are meant to be only the vehicle fo r
~eting the final goal.

That multidisciplinary courses developed a t UNM or Chicago

or R
d
i
1 goal_s does not preclude the use of such an
arvar may have other educat ona
approach for underprepared students.
in order to maintain an emphasis on
h
The multidisciplinary approach was c osen

skills development.

Allowing each department to attempt to develop such a course in

Re's pons e to UAAC
Page 3

1.5S;

rel at ion to their specific discipl i ne needs woul d create several problems.

Most

. fac ulty are not expert s in the s kills needs of underprepa red students and would not

'
be able to design appropriat e ass i gnmen
ts or select texts.

There would be much

dis crepancy between the various dep a rtmental of f erings which would mean that Basic
Skills students would no t have t he s ame opportunities.
are als o undecided about their educat ional go als.

Most underprepared students

Thus, a student might take the

Chemistry department ' s basic cours e and decide l a ter to go into Biology.

He/She

will be be tt er prepared f or the switch if the basic _course provided general education
skills rathe r than those specific ·to one discipline.

However, provided the central

goals of the program are met, departmental variations, especially emphases , are
welcome.

This was the purpose of having the the courses, even though embracing the ideas

of s everal discipline s at an elementary conceptual level, offered by departments.
D. Trainin g
The propos a l do es not require that faculty teaching the Basic Skills courses
a-lso prepare such cour s es.

The curricuJ a will be prepared by a small group of

faculty fami liar with the problems of such students with whatever advice departments
wish to offer.

Preparation for teaching the course will be provided by a one to

one-and-half week trai ning period offered several times throughou~ the summer .

The

training sessions will i nclude information about the students, experience in skills
building exercises developed in the curricula, and background research related to the
substantive a r eas of the curricula.

There are faculty on campus who have expertise in

approaching these quest~ons; there are also experts working in similar basic skills
Programs at UCLA, Berkeley, UT- Au st i n, etc. who will be called in as trainers and
~Valuators.

Follow-up sessions will be held through-out the year to work on specific

questions.

E.

Library/General Resources
Funding for the Learning Resources

cu

rrent operat.i ng budget.

Cente r will not come out of the Library's

Staff required will either come out of new resources or
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Response to UAAC
Page 4

It

through release time of faculty/staff in several other areas of the University.

is estimated that an initial .,......$9,000 will be required for equipment and materials
related to the Center.

Such funding will be added to the Library budget.

The problem with defining the program size and cost has hinged on the ACT cutoff scores.
mined.

The cut-off scores have finally been identified and program size deter-

Based on Fall 1978 enrollments in Natural and Social Science courses, it

appears that the program will require new resources to handle ,..,8 new sections next
Fall.

Other resources to support the program will be a result of the movement of

Basic Skills students out of current freshman courses and into Basic Skills courses.
The numbers of enrollments in Basic Skills courses have been estimated.

The

migration out of certain Natural Science and Social Science courses to Basic Skills
has also been estimated in making the resource determination.
studied are survey in nature.

Most of the courses

Those departments which have multiple sections of

(

freshman survey courses, with enrollments in most sections falling below ..-300, may
drop one or twp sections as a result of Basic Skills.

If they are offering Basic

Skills sections, they will obviously pick those students up again in those sections~
.Once the program design is approved, the Provost's Office is prepared to meet with
each department to discuss the adjustments predicted.
We do not know how the Basic Skills program will impact the .enrollment
outside
.
of the Natural and Social Science departments.

I . an

We have no empirical base for such

estimate because students have not enrolled before under similar limitations.

We

~o know that the average freshman student credit hour enrollment has been as follows:
1975--13.1, 1 9 76--l 2 .o7, 1977--11.8, 1978--12.08.

We can expect the enrollment

Pattern to decline unless there are significant changes in commitment of students to
higher education and changes in the attitude of advisors.
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Response to UAAC
Page 5

Finally, the Basic Skills program is meant to provide better prepared stud ents
fo r the survey courses.

It is accepted campus-wide t hat many of the students enter

the survey courses without the minimal skills required to do well.

One would hope

that faculty support the potential for a better prepared student body enrolling in
the survey courses as a result of the Basic Skills program.
Draft Resolution
Most of the departments involved in the program have already given approval to
the design and expressed a willingness to work together to finalize the curricula .
The proposal contains a section on evaluation.

It is hoped that the Faculty

Senate would be supportive of the evaluation proposed and willing to take part in
the program monitoring and assessment. It is assumed that the future of the program
will depend on the success of the first year and t hat there will be adjustments
made in the program as a result of the experience of the first year .

